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Background: Although thyroid cancer (THCA) is one of the most common type of 
endocrine malignancy, its highly complex molecular mechanisms of carcinogenesis are not 
completely known.
Materials and Methods: In this study, weighted gene co-expression network analysis 
(WGCNA) was utilized to construct gene co-expression networks and evaluate the relations 
between modules and clinical traits to identify potential prognostic biomarkers for THCA 
patients. RNA-seq data and clinical data were downloaded from The Cancer Genome Atlas 
(TCGA). Other independent datasets from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database 
and the Human Protein Atlas database were performed to validate findings.
Results: Finally, 11 co-expression modules were constructed and four hub genes, 
CCDC146, SLC4A4, TDRD9 and MUM1L1, were identified and validated statistically, 
which were considerably interrelated to worse survival of THCA patients.
Conclusion: This research study revealed four hub genes may be considered candidate 
prognostic biomarkers and potential therapeutic targets for THCA patients in the future.
Keywords: thyroid cancer, THCA, weighted gene co-expression network analysis, 
WGCNA, hub gene, prognosis

Introduction
Thyroid cancer (THCA) is one of the most common malignant tumors in human 
endocrine system and head and neck.1,2 The most common pathological type of 
thyroid carcinoma is papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC), accounting for about 
80% of the total number of THCA.3–5 Most thyroid cancers have good prog-
nosis, the 5-year survival rate is more than 95%.6,7 Although the incidence rate 
of THCA is increasing year by year, the molecular biological mechanism of 
thyroid carcinogenesis and development is not clear.8,9 At present, the gold 
standard of preoperative diagnosis of THCA is fine needle aspiration biopsy 
(FNAB), but 20–30% of FNAB results are uncertain or suspicious, and these 
patients need diagnostic surgery to identify the characteristics of tumors.10,11 

The application of molecular markers is expected to help FNAB improve the 
ability of preoperative diagnosis of THCA.

Weighted gene co expression network analysis (WGCNA) is considered to be an 
effective network-based method, which can highlight the co-expressed gene mod-
ules and study the relationship between gene modules and phenotypes more 
effectively.12–14 WGCNA has been successfully applied to explore the functional 
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co expression modules and central genes of different dis-
eases, such as pancreatic cancer,15 breast cancer16 and oral 
squamous cell carcinoma.17

In this study, we used WGCNA and other analytical 
methods to explore RNA data and clinical information of 
patients with thyroid tumor. Finally, four hub genes 
(CCDC146, SLC4A4, TDRD9 and MUM1L1) related to 
prognosis and transcription level were identified and ver-
ified, which showed good diagnostic potential and clinical 
relevance, and could be used as molecular markers in 
clinical diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of THCA.

Materials and Methods
Data Acquisition and Data Preprocessing
The RNA-seq expression data and related clinical traits of 
THCA were obtained from TCGA database (https://portal. 
gdc.cancer.gov/) and GEO database (http://www.ncbi.nlm. 
nih.gov/geo/). A total of 568 patient samples were 
obtained from TCGA data, including 568 samples, 510 
THCA samples and 58 normal samples. Data preproces-
sing were used to process the raw data for perform back-
ground correction and quantile normalization, including 
robust multi-array average (RMA) background correction 
and the “affy” R package. The false discovery rate (FDR) 
<0.05 and log2FC≥ 2 were used as the cut-off value to 
screen differentially expressed genes, which laid the foun-
dation for further construction of co-expression network.

Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network 
Construction
Co-expression modules are gene sets with high topological 
overlap similarity. The “WGCNA” package of R software 
was used to construct gene co-expression network of dif-
ferentially expressed genes.11,12 This analysis procedure 
can identify highly related genes of differentially 
expressed genes, and genes with the same pathway or 
function can be clustered in similar gene modules. The 
cut-off value of co-expression module was set as P < 0.05. 
In order to further explore the dissimilarity of gene mod-
ules and visualize them, we select a cutting line for the 
module dendrogram and merge a few modules.

Construction of Module-Trait 
Relationships
In order to explore the gene modules related to clinical 
features of THCA, the correlation between phenotype and 
module eigengenes was calculated, and the significance of 

each gene module was evaluated.18 The gene modules 
significantly related to clinical features (P < 0.05) were 
selected for further study.

Enrichment Analysis of Key 
Co-Expression Modules
To further explore potential function of the key modules, 
Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis and Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway 
enrichment analysis were conducted to be described and 
visualized (DAVID, http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/).19–21 

The significance level was set as p-value <0.01 and 
FDR <0.05.

Identification and Validation of Hub 
Genes
Hub genes usually have important biological functions and 
are highly associated with other nodes of the module. The 
module membership of each gene is calculated, and the 
module membership value of the hub gene is higher. To 
verify the reliability of the hub gene, GSE33630, 
GSE29265, GSE6004 and the Human Protein Atlas data-
base (https://www.proteinatlas.org/)22 were used for 
further validation. Kaplan-Meier plotter was used for sur-
vival analysis.

Results
Co-Expression Module Construction and 
Identification of Key Modules
Based on the differential analysis, a total of 3712 genes 
from TCGA for co-expression analysis were calculated. 
We also excluded cases with incomplete clinical informa-
tion. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to 
cluster the sample. We draw a sample clustering tree 
after removing outliers (Figure 1A). Moreover, we 
selected the power of β = 18 as the soft-thresholding 
(Figures 1B and C). Finally, 11 modules were screened 
out based on average hierarchical clustering and dynamic 
tree clipping (Figure 2). As shown in Figure 3A, the 
interaction between the 11 co-expression modules indi-
cates that each gene module is independently verified in 
the network. Cyan module and grey module were highly 
correlated with sample type by Pearson’s correlation ana-
lysis (Figure 3B). Therefore, these two modules were 
selected as clinically important modules for further analy-
sis. In addition, the eigengene dendrogram and heatmap 
plotted were drawn to explore groups of related 
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Figure 1 Clustering of samples and determination of soft-thresholding power. (A)The clustering was based on the expression data of TCGA, which contained 568 samples, 
510 THCA and 58 normal samples. The color intensity was proportional to sample type (normal and THCA), sex, age and disease status. (B) analysis of the scale-free fit 
index for various soft-thresholding powers (β). (C) Analysis of the mean connectivity for various soft-thresholding powers.
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eigengenes and the dendrogram of all modules (Figures 3C 
and D).

Functional Enrichment Analysis of Key 
Modules
Moreover, GO and KEGG analysis were conducted for the 
two key co-expression modules. The results show that the 
MEcyan module was involved in the important biological 
functions and signaling pathways related to tumorigenesis 
and development, such as protein binding, thyroid hor-
mone synthesis, autophagy-animal, Insulin resistance, 
cell proliferation (Figures 4A and B). In the MEgrey 

module, functions are mainly enriched in transcriptional 
misregulation in cancer, cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), 
complexity and coagulation cascades, and ECM-receptor 
interaction and signal transduction (Figures 4C and D).

Identification and Validation of Hub 
Genes
We screened the Mecyan module and MEgrey module as 
candidate prognosis genes. Through the Log rank test (p < 
0.05) for further overall survival analysis, 4 hub genes 
(CCDC146, SLC4A4, TDRD9 and MUM1L1) were identi-
fied (Figure 5). Kaplan Meier survival curve of overall 

Figure 2 Construction of co-expression modules by WGCNA package in R. (A) The cluster dendrogram of module eigengenes. (B) The cluster dendrogram of genes in 
TCGA. Each branch in the figure represents one gene, and every color below represents one co-expression module.
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survival analysis showed that THCA patients with low 
expression levels of 4 hub genes had poor prognosis. Then, 
GSE33630, GSE29265, GSE6004 and the Human Protein 
Atlas database were used to validate the expression status of 
the 4 hub genes. As shown in Figures 6A and B, the volcano 
map and expression heat map of the differential RNAs in 
GSE33630 (45 normal samples and 60 THCA). The com-
mon genes between differential RNAs and the MEcyan and 
MEgrey module were identified by overlapping them in 
GSE33630 were presented in Figures 6C and D. The results 
showed that 4 hub genes in two key modules were also 
differential RNAs in GEO33630. Moreover, the 

transcriptional level of hub genes were verified in 
GSE29265 (Figure 7) and GSE6004 (Figure 8). In addition, 
the translational level of 4 hub genes also were verified by 
the human protein atlas database (IHC) (Figure 9).

Discussion
THCA is a rare malignant tumor, accounting for less than 1% 
of human malignant tumors.1–3 However, it is the most 
common cancer in the endocrine system and the cause of 
death for most endocrine cancers.4,5 The occurrence and 
development of THCA is a multifactorial disease process, 
involving a variety of molecular mechanisms.2 At present, 

A B

C D

Figure 3 Identification of Key Modules. (A) Interaction relationship analysis of co-expression genes. Different colors of horizontal axis and vertical axis represent different 
modules. (B) Heatmap of the correlation between module eigengenes and the sample type of THCA. (C) Hierarchical clustering of module hub genes that summarize the 
modules yielded in the clustering analysis. (D) Heatmap plot of the adjacencies in the hub gene network.
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many published studies mainly focus on the molecular 
mechanism of single gene in THCA, but ignore the interac-
tion between genes due to its limitations.23–26 Due to the 
development of big data, gene network is used to analyze the 
origin and development of various cancers. Therefore, in 

order to further explore novel and accurate molecular bio-
markers for prognosis, we use RNA sequencing data and 
clinical information from TCGA and GEO databases to 
explore and verify potential key modules and hub genes 
through bioinformatics analysis of WGCNA.

A B

D
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Figure 4 Plot of the enriched GO and KEGG terms in two key co-expression modules. (A) GO enrichment analysis of MEcyan module. (B) KEGG pathway enrichment 
analysis of MEcyan module. (C) GO enrichment analysis of MEgrey module. (D) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of MEgrey module.
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In this study, we screened 2 key modules (MEcyan 
module and MEgrey module) from TCGA dataset by 
WGCNA analysis. 4 hub genes (CCDC146, SLC4A4, 
TDRD9 and MUM1L1) were then further screened and 
verified using the GEO database and survival analysis. 
Considering the functional and pathway enrichment analy-
sis, the two key co-expression modules were significantly 
enriched in thyroid hormone synthesis, autophagy-animal, 
cell proliferation, transcriptional misregulation in cancer, 
cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), and ECM-receptor 

interaction and signal transduction. At the same time, we 
also found that these significantly expressed functional 
annotations and signaling pathways have been reported in 
THCA and many other cancers.27–30

At present, studies on these five hub genes have been 
reported, and a large number of studies have shown that 
their expression plays an important role in the occurrence, 
development and prognosis of many tumors. It has been 
found that SLC4A4 contributes to the occurrence and 
development of tumors, and its involvement in tumor 
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Figure 5 Survival analysis of 4 hub genes based on the Kaplan-Meier plotter. The patients were stratified into high- and low- expression groups according to the median 
expression. (A) CCDC146. (B) SLC4A4. (C) TDRD9. (D) MUM1L1.
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biological processes is specific.31 It is reported that mir- 
223-3p promotes tumor cell proliferation and metastasis by 
reducing the expression of SLC4A4 in renal clear cells.32 

Gerber et al. Confirmed that the low expression of SLC4A4 
in thyroid carcinoma and its diagnostic value.31 SLC4A4 
has been reported to be associated with poor prognosis in 
patients with colon adenocarcinoma. The low expression of 
SLC4A4 is associated with lymph node invasion and distant 
metastasis of colon adenocarcinoma. At the same time, 
SLC4A4 expression is associated with the invasion of 
immune cells in colon adenocarcinoma. It may be 
a biomarker and therapeutic target for the diagnosis and 

prognosis of colon adenocarcinoma.33 Another study have 
reported that downregulation of expression in TDRD9- 
positive cell lines causes a decrease in cell proliferation, 
S-phase cell cycle arrest, and apoptosis, which can be used 
as a marker for prognosis and as a potential therapeutic 
target in a subset of lung carcinomas.34 More importantly, 
one study by Wang et al suggested that TDRD9 was sig-
nificantly related to the prognosis of THCA. CCDC146 was 
a potential therapeutic strategy for lymph node metastasis 
of breast cancer.35 MUM1L1 has not been previously 
reported to be associated with cancer. The results show 
that the occurrence and development of tumor may be 

A B

C D

Figure 6 Validation of hub genes in GSE33630. (A) Volcano plot visualizing DEGs in GSE33630 (45 normal samples and 60 THCA). Fold Change=2, adj P=0.05. (B) heatmap 
hierarchical clustering reveals DEGs in cancer groups compared with those in control groups. (C) Identification of common genes between DEGs and the MEcyan module by 
overlapping them. The two hub genes in the MEcyan module were also DEGs in GSE33630 (D) Identification of common genes between DEGs and the MEgrey module by 
overlapping them. The two hub genes in the MEgrey module were also DEGs in GSE33630.
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Figure 7 Validation of 4 hub genes in the transcriptional level. (A–D) Validation of hub genes in GSE29265.(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).

Figure 8 Validation of 4 hub genes in the transcriptional level. (A–D) Validation of hub genes in GSE6004 (****P < 0.0001).
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Figure 9 Validation of 4 hub genes in the translational level. (A–D) Validation of 4 hub genes by The Human Protein Atlas database (IHC).
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regulated by multiple genes, which may provide more 
research strategies for the diagnosis and treatment of 
THCA.

There are two deficiencies in this study. First, the 
results were not verified in clinical samples. Considering 
the high reliability of high-throughput sequencing expres-
sion data and the sufficient number of samples included in 
the study, this deficiency can be made up to a certain 
extent, but it can not completely replace the significance 
of clinical sample verification. Second, the selected mole-
cules have no functional validation. Although the signal 
pathway of differential genes was analyzed by KEGG 
pathway in this study, the newly discovered molecules 
that have not been reported should be functional verified.

Conclusion
In summary, based on the TCGA database, we analyzed 
the gene expression profile of THCA and successfully 
identified four hub genes associated with THCA prog-
nosis, which showed good diagnostic potential and clinical 
relevance as molecular markers for clinical diagnosis, 
treatment and prognosis of THCA.
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